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Boston University
Stale of cheques/Lao PDR = no regulations, but cheques used; lots who use trad. of int'l practice/Thai bet on Frankl; St. owned com't bet use cheques payments/fr. trad (pre-1975); now govt. CB need decree, not only on cheques. But, based on agent. IBRD, ADB = negotiable instruments incl cheques (promissory notes + bills of exchange) but lack experience, need exp. to draft.

Bots: 2 practices historically = 2 purposes of cheques, but why endorsement today?

CB: People want use, get cheques to buy; but not common. Payee can go to cash cheque or deposit in bank, or endorse to others (not common) = no regulation for easy use; CB present rule reg. checks.

Bots: endorsement old be left off cheques for domestic use; CB prosecute reg. checks.

CB: Common practice, "pay to bearer" or to "name," or w/ crossed.

Bots: Cld adopt similar draft, improve language = add modifications eg certified check.

CB: Certified cheques = not common bank Customs Office when people pay w/ cheque; but Customs Office require certification by B/L = lose time; people want to pay directly by own cheque, not take time or pay fees to bank. Criminal law prohibits use of cheques not backed by funds; but give cheque to Customs Office, takes weeks to collect; take gds out, put money in account; give credit; Customs Office could call back deposit. Clearing House in Vientiane, but not yet nationwide; in practice, in 8 days, if insufficient funds.

Bots: Unresolved problem at bank.

Bots: Draft cheque syst. outside Vientiane = not for some time.

CB: Bills of Exchg. are used, w/ letters of credit, for int'l transactions.

CB: Cert. check = cash, cement p'ty; buy machinery from China, 50% pd/cash; 50% future (3-5 yrs). B of E from cement factory to China = acceptance from Lao merch. B/c = guarantee; can use either. B of E or promissory note.

Bots: Which is better to draft; all negot instruments at once? or cheque now, others later.

CB: Last time, issued promissory notes when borrowed abroad = transferred money to vendor. Not negotiable. Will work on cheque bill = "time").

Bots: Enq. 10/11 research.

CB: CB/CB applied by Gov/CB = contract w/ ADB. IBRD; offer exam agent.

Contact MOF/culture, don't want to delay import of cheque bill w/ new aspects/other cities, too; if draw cheque, law "own" way, won't get any asset, met IBRD regret.
CB: Use with practice -> turned on "EC 500" - in Ventura - trend of closing Fr.
Iso "cond" = all 3 aspects/rel; B of E also pronounced note-added A DP added
request for all augt. visits.

EVALUATION: Fri, Mar. 15, 11:20

Elect. grps. & aspects. 
Advantage: @ Lao documents @ Comp. @ profs @ ref #, using
In re: during metric; Sm b. grps, helps Disadvantages: Some parts: didn't come
every day; too much, etc. @ Biu trns: need to expl/en moro = -15 min/each; @ Agreed
workshop give him to write/trav.; too = too few people, much idle. Next workshop @ name tags
when come. @ need passes them/ur; @ send us: before session-2 per part.

A 4b, gcyr. @ Agree: Elect. grps, @ add, advantage: @ Use/du in -> method/RM, Dr. H. of: help from school/pen.

Transport. Exp.: @ advantage: before lunch = how to drift, opened mixer/bills, RR: exp. success.

Use of th., conf. -> step by step: Ladera C. @ Biu trns: @ mos: @ exp. knowledge = well done/log.

Dha officials didn't conduct -> asked profs: Proposals: @ impl. way of teaching: 4 -> practice

Use hand; -> more exp. next workshop: 4 future, when profs aren't here, must ->
Self-report. @ Documents: @ translation paper; @ Lao: not used, paper wasn't hand
To use it all of us why paper it fam. = not chance to fill book. Instead of giving work
To write at home, need more time/need.

Transport #2: Suggest next workshop: @ hotel away from home. After workshop, we on calls.

Bill 1: Provide hotel, but not eat. Finish bills;

Kesakhi: there/then informed by exp. /Dr.); we'll consider all As; Dr. Huey = stry. exp. @ Raj.

Dr. Huey = TNR: 1/6 + B + TNRP rep; fluency; all parties; thin: exp. @ 12-3 PM: workshop = congruents.

Think TNRP donors + 3/5/5 min. + 1/2 to 12.4 trns + useful / Lao legal form; @ full workshop: comply
@ this yr: many donors; main issues @ RR, bill, 3 areas: = Long-term > success but; even the parties
from Minh. = lawyers, because short/thins' legal forms = exp. @ 4/5/6: field. Hope all Min. to his-her
of Minh. = get int. to policy = law w/o Lao legal form. From now to yr. 2000 = pass 3/5.
Laws/promote; Minh. = main center: loans = send to Minh. @ law. = diff. for Minh. to research all
bills, provide exp. strongly each Min. -> lead Min. to drift bills; success does/ways.
This yr's plan: 1/2(week) transport ring elect. / M. = B/RR: Lead, Forch. ins. only. Our Min.
rep = will mins/bills = How = diff. to drift; exp. to MS steel prep. import; even the diff.
mt == imp: if not issue donor's prep. = So every aspect = research. From now on. F. P. need
at seminar. To future: ways: 3/5/mix -> 12-3 go now, 2-3 next. Min. to get for. 1 & 2 @
have heard/comics/US, Env, go to neighboring cities: more people can go, split send addl.
persons come to BV for E. @ 1-2 in those fields: rep. to Min. of Min. = fill HRP +
draft bill; some mins. have donors = send exps. others, if donor -> how deal w/ diff. = say

Priorization = not fair. Propose UNDP encourage for donors, give prof, more sept. to solve pub;
all mins of STENG. elect = many donors, others don't... how will we out sell? All mins
on v. add mini exp. for mins. law/ming process -> trusted by NA law/ming process.
Finally, donors/maj. still give some short all mins. 1/6 donors = real core for all laws -> yr 2000
= world prof. / ming law/RR = only law; world) for inv. want to know our law = this security;
Lao = basis of Law; Law = tool resolve ch-lg, conflicts. Now think again... also to all parties. Ready/next step.